
SERMON FOR ROGATION, 26 MAY 2019 

Texts: Acts 16.9-15; Rev 21.10, 22-22.5; John 14.23-29 

 

A prayer for Rogationtide: 

Remember, Lord, your mercy and loving-kindness towards us. Bless this good earth and 
make it fruitful. Bless our labour, and give us all things needed for our daily lives. Bless the 
homes of our parish and all who live within them. Bless our common life and our care for our 
neighbour. Hear us, good Lord. Amen. 

Although this morning’s readings are for the 6th Sunday of Easter, this is also the week of 
Rogation days, so we are treating today as Rogation Sunday – traditionally, the day when we 
ask God’s blessing on the crops and the fruits of the earth. Rogation, as you may know is 
from the Latin rogare, to ask, the same root as “Interrogation”, which is a rather intensive 
form of asking. 

A little bit of history: as so often with festivals in the early church, Rogation was a 
replacement, a “baptising” of a pagan practice. At this time of year, in a Roman festival 
called Robigalia, a procession would be taken out and a dog sacrificed to propitiate Robigus, 
the god of agricultural diseases. He was asked to protect their crops from wheat rust…a 
disease which interestingly, at one time was termed Puccinia rubigo-vera. 

The Christian version of Rogation came to Britain in the 7th century, is included in the Sarum 
rite of 1173, and survived the Reformation. In the new Protestant church, priests reminded 
their congregations to be thankful for harvests, sang psalms 103 and 104, and recited the 
Biblical curses on those who violated agricultural boundaries (see Deut 27.17). More ancient 
traditions include prayer and fasting, reciting the litany of the saints, processions…and of 
course, beating the bounds of the parish…which is still done in some places. Today the 
Sunday Worship service at Tytherington will. I believe include visiting a farm. 

But do we need to invoke a divine blessing on the land? Is not our farming practice so 
scientific, so automated, that success is guaranteed? I don’t think so. In fact, farmers seem to 
be more dependent than any other profession on factors outside their control. The vagaries of 
the weather – drought, excessive rain, hail, late frost – still confound the best plans. Flea 
beetle in the rape, carrot fly, fall armyworm in maize, varroa mite in bees…many little 
beasties attack our precious crops and livestock. Fungus and moulds such as potato blight, 
wheat rust, can cause havoc -  the list gets longer and longer, especially as our climate gets 
warmer, and both pests and diseases travel across boundaries. But somehow, Alleluia, year 
by year the Lord still blesses us with his provision. 

And let’s remember, even in our connected world where produce is flown across continents, 
that we are still dependent on food grown locally. Our local milk, butter and beef; wheat for 
bread and rapeseed or sunflowers for oil; fruit of all kinds, vegetables, honey, eggs and 
chickens…it’s all here. And when flying is finally banned on pollution grounds, we will still 
be able to manage without imports from overseas…and it may save us from new pests and 
diseases. Support local growers! 



I’ve been revisiting Fritz Schumacher’s book “Small is beautiful: economics as if people 
mattered”. Hard to believe it was published in 1973, it seems so contemporary. What he 
suggested, as an economist, was revolutionary. Production and consumption, he said, were 
not generating an income for society, as current economic thinking believed. Instead they 
were having the disastrous effect of depleting the earth’s finite resources of fuel and raw 
materials - in a word, reducing its capital. Schumacher was one of the first to question the 
viability of for example, nuclear power, the proliferation of motorways and the consequences 
of modern farming techniques. In one chapter of the book he looked at economics through the 
eyes of a Buddhist in order to point out that Western assumptions were not universal either in 
theory or in practice: Put simply: in the West the standard of living is measured by the 
amount of consumption, assuming all the time that those who consume more are better off 
than those who consume less. 

The Buddhist economist would consider this irrational, taking the view that if consumption is 
not an end in itself, but merely a means to achieve well-being - then surely the aim should be 
to maximise well-being…but with the minimum of consumption. 

This resonates very closely with current ecological thinking, which could be expressed in the 
Christian Aid strapline – “live more simply, that others may simply live”. 

So our thanksgiving for our beautiful and fruitful land, and our prayers for continuing 
fruitfulness, need to be tempered with the awareness of our own role, every one of us, in 
keeping the countryside healthy – which means among other things reducing air pollution 
(driving less?), cutting down waste – including the dreaded single-use plastic -  and dealing 
with litter, buying local produce, and making our gardens pollinator-friendly and hospitable 
to wild life.  Our vision can be enriched by that beautiful picture in our Revelation reading 
(see your Pew News), of the river of the water of life, and the trees of life, giving a different 
fruit every month, and providing leaves for the healing of the nations. The eco-church 
standards are actually a very good checklist for a healthier and more planet-friendly lifestyle 
– one that is more in partnership with the Creator, rather than just being a recipient of His 
bounty. I can direct you to them if you don’t already know about eco-church. 

But as well as our care of the world around us, we have another cultivation job to do, and 
that’s on ourselves, our own characters and nature. For as Christians we can be, should be 
constantly growing, in our knowledge and love of Jesus and in modelling our lives and 
attitudes more and more closely on his, and entering more and more into his vision and 
understanding of our world. We can be, should be growing the fruits of the Spirit, his Spirit – 
love, joy, peace, kindness, goodness and so on. But how do we do that? Quite simply, we 
follow the advice in our gospel. If we do what Jesus tells us to (which confirms that we love 
him) then he and the Father will come and make their home in us; and the Holy Spirit will 
teach us everything we need to know. It’s a virtuous spiral, rather than a vicious circle – a 
spiral in which the more we spend time with Jesus, in prayer and study of his word, and 
showing his love in our lives, the more we shall be aware of his Spirit at work within us, 
growing those fruits of love, joy, peace within us and enabling us to see our world with his 
eyes, and respond as he would respond. 

So today give thanks for our beautiful and fruitful world; pray for God’s continued blessing 
on it, on our farmers and on their crops and livestock, on our gardens and their produce – on 
all the earth provides for our well-being. And as we labour to care for this earth, may we 
labour also on the harvest of our souls – that we may be faithful in our service, and fruitful to 
his glory. Amen 



• Eco-Church questionnaire  - Lifestyle section 

• 1. Our church has appointed an individual or group to champion the cause of our church 
community becoming more environmentally sustainable: 

• 2. Walking and cycling to church services and events is promoted in our church 

• 3. The reduction of car use is encouraged in our church: 

• 4. The members of our church receive encouragement to undertake a personal carbon 
footprint audit: 

• 5. Our church encourages members to reduce their personal energy consumption: 

• 6. Our church encourages members to limit their waste by adhering to the principles of 
reduce, re-use, recycle: 

• 7. Our church hosts activities and/or events that facilitate the recycling and/or reuse of 
goods (e.g. clothes swap events or ‘give and take’ schemes): 

• 8. Our church operates a communal Christmas and/or Easter card scheme among the 
congregation: 

• 9. Personal use and consumption of Fairtrade and/or ethically sourced goods is 
promoted in our church: 

• 10. Our church encourages members to use food at home that is LOAF (Locally grown, 
Organic, Animal-friendly, Fairtrade) 

• 11. Our church runs or partners with other organisations in running a food cooperative 
that enables members to bulk buy ethically sourced produce at wholesale prices: 

• 12. The ethical investment of personal savings is encouraged at our church: 

• 13. Our church funds are ethically invested (e.g. current account and/or investments): 

• 14. Practical lifestyle tips and advice on caring for God’s earth are included in our church 
newsletters/on our church website: 

• 15. As part of our life together, the members of our church undertake an environmental 
lifestyle audit: 

 


